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Summary 
The document BAS Gazetteer: introduction and technical specification (Hutt and Labram 2019a) 
provides an introduction to the BAS gazetteer and a specification of the system.  This document is a 
companion volume which explains how to use the system. 

There are five chapters: 

Chapter 1 is a brief introduction to the document 

Chapter 2 is a user guide. It explains how to use the BAS gazetteer  

Chapter 3 shows how the system was specialised to the needs of the Society and gives you 
information so you can specialise it to your own requirements.  

Chapter4 describes how the system was loaded with details of Iron Age sites in and around Berkshire 
and then used to recreate the maps first published in Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire 
(Hutt et al. 2009).  This chapter contains examples of SQL statements to select data from the 
gazetteer’s database to load into a Geographic Information System (GIS). 

Chapter 5 shows how a large dataset produced by another project can be integrated into the BAS 
gazetteer with an example based on the rrs dataset generated by the Roman Rural Settlement 
project. 
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1 This volume 
The document BAS Gazetteer: introduction and technical specification (Hutt and Labram 2019) 
provides an introduction to the BAS gazetteer and a specification of the system.   

This document provides additional information to help you exploit the system’s capabilities. 

Chapter 2 is a user guide. It explains how to use the BAS gazetteer  

Chapter 3 shows how the system was specialised to the needs of the Society and gives you enough 
information so they could specialise it to their own requirements.  

Chapter4 describes how the system was loaded with details of Iron Age sites in and around Berkshire 
and then used to recreate the maps first published in Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire 
(Hutt et al. 2009).  This chapter contains examples of the use of SQL to select data from the 
gazetteer’s database to load into a Geographic Information System (GIS). 

Chapter 5 shows how a large dataset produced by another project can be integrated into the BAS 
gazetteer with an example based on the rrs dataset generated by the Roman Rural Settlement 
project. 
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2 BAS gazetteer user guide 
One of the objectives of the BAS gazetteer is to act as a repository of archaeological evidence and 
the interpretations of that evidence.  This has led to the following principle governing how the 
system is to be used:   

The gazetteer should be used to structure and summarise relevant information 
from archaeological sources.  Interpretations should be recorded in separate but 
linked data structures.  

This approach allows researchers to reuse information recorded by previous projects and to record 
new reinterpretations.   

This section explains how to use the BAS Gazetteer to carry out a research project.  It follows the life 
cycle of a research project when using the BAS gazetteer. 

2.1 Understanding your project 
The first step in any archaeological research is to identify the objectives and goals of your project 
and to develop an understanding of the outputs.   

For example, the objectives of the Iron Age project were to identify and describe the Iron Age sites in 
and around Berkshire and to interpret the evidence to explain aspects of Iron Age life such as: why 
did people build hillforts? How did they lived etc. and how this changed over time?  The study area 
included most of pre 1974 Berkshire and relevant areas of Surrey, Hampshire and Wiltshire.  The 
outputs were a book which included three gazetteers of Iron Age hillforts, settlements and ritual 
sites in the study area, a series of lectures to be given to local history groups and an exhibition to be 
presented in local museums.  Later, a course to be delivered via the Workers Education Association 
was added to the outputs  

2.2 A project proposal 
Once you have a set of objectives, then you need to pull together a project proposal so you can 
communicate your ideas about the project to sponsors. 

If you are planning to use a gazetteer, it is recommended that you give consideration to: 

• The shape of our study area – is it a geographical area or a list of monuments which meet 
certain criteria? 

• The time period or periods associated with your research.  The example. The Iron Age 
project used the Cunliffe 5 Iron Age periods, the Roman rural settlements project (Roman 
rural settlement 2018) used years and year ranges 

• The types of site/monument which meet your objectives.  You usually start with a fairly fuzzy 
idea such as all Iron Age sites in and around Berkshire.  As you develop an understanding of 
the available information, so the detail you require comes into focus 

• The key forms of project output.  If you are planning to present maps, you need to identify 
what is to go on each map, and develop an understanding of how the information you are 
about to collect can be selected from the heritage information in the database 

• What you are going to do with the dataset you develop when your project ends.  Are you to 
going to bin it, archive it or if it relates to Berkshire donate it to the Berkshire Archaeological 
Society?  
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It is recommended that the first phase of a project is devoted to reviewing the available information 
and developing a definition of the information you need to hold in a gazetteer and the maps 
required for the project outputs.  The output of this phase is a project outline. 

2.3 Project outline 
If you are planning to use a gazetteer to manage information for your project it is recommended 
that you produce a project outline.  This is a detailed document which explains what information you 
are going to collect and your ideas of how you plan to use that information to generate your project 
outputs.  Experience has shown that failure to write a project outline at an early stage in a project 
and to revise it as you firm up your ideas can result in prolonged periods of data collection and 
recording (see chapters 4 below).  A detailed project outline will enable you to have a single period 
of information collection and reduces the risk of your project over-running its end date. 

The project outline should include: 

Project objectives: at sufficient level of detail so they underpin the rest of the outline. 

Critical success factors: this are list of things you must do to meet the project objectives.  Another 
way of looking at critical success factors is: things that need to go well and not go badly.  

The project chronology and monument types: Addressing the first of these requires you to explain if 
and how you plan to treat time.  For example, you could be planning to study Neolithic sites or social 
evolution from the late Bronze Age to Middle iron Age.  This in turn gives you insights as to how you 
are going to record date periods, for example AD 400 -500, or are you going to work in 
archaeological periods, for example Early, Middle and Late Iron Age? 

Identifying the monument types helps you understand the types of site and/or artefact that are 
going to underpin your work and how you are going to analyse them.  You should record your ideas 
in a type hierarchy (see section 4.1: figure 4.1 below)   

Your decisions on time and monument types are fundamental to creating an effective gazetteer. 

Information to be included in the gazetteer: The BAS Gazetteer handles the basic details of a 
site/monument: its location, summary of its archaeology, periods of occupation, and bibliography.  
What you need to identify is the additional information which is the focus of your research and to 
add new tables to the gazetteer to record your new information.  You should not vary the core 
tables (Hutt and Labram 2019) because varying them makes it difficult or impossible to reuse  your 
information. 

Project report outline: this is a list of the chapters in your project report.  When it is first written this 
is a rough outline.; it should become more detailed over time.  If you are planning to publish maps in 
your report, each chapter should include details of the maps you want to include. 

Maps: for each of the maps identified in the project report outline you need to produce a brief 
statement as to its contents. 

Once you have a project outline you need to check it for consistency.  For example, there should be 
a clear progression and linkage between the project objectives, critical success factors, project 
report outline, gazetteer information and the maps. 

Ensuring you have this linkage should give you confidence that the information you are about to 
collect and record will meet some or all of your project objectives, with the expectation that it will 
also give you new insights and, hopefully, some ground breaking results. 
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Writing a complete project outline may require several iterations as you learn your way into your 
research.  As explained above, having a complete project outline before you start data collection 
maximises the opportunity for a single phase of data collection and hence derisks your project. 

2.4 Specialising the BAS gazetteer to your project needs 
Before you can start collecting details from archaeological sites, you need to do some work on the 
BAS gazetteer.  Work is required so you can record heritage information and draw maps. 

The work required to record heritage information: 
To decide on the format of the table identifiers.  The basic system allows table identifiers to be 15 
characters long, you need to decide the format that you want to use.   

The key table identifier is MonumentId.  If you are using data already recorded in the BAS gazetteer 
and/or planning to release your data to the BAS gazetteer when your project finishes then it is best 
to use the existing identifier scheme (see section 3: Table identifiers).  If you are using data from a 
single source such as Pastscape or the Roman rural settlement data (Roman Rural settlement 2018), 
you may find it easier to use a derivative of their monument identifiers. 

As explained in section 3, the identifiers for the location and bibliography tables can be derived from 
the identifiers for the monument table. 

If your project is concerned with changes over time, then you need to decide how you want to treat 
time.  Are you going to record date periods, for example AD 400 -500, or are you going to work in 
archaeological periods, for example Early Iron Age etc.  If you are planning to have a project 
chronology with time periods which are not already recorded in the Datething table, you need to 
add them. 

The work required to draw maps 
The key work to be done here is to check to identify and load a GIS stack of map layers to act as the 
basis for your maps.  These are typically a terrain layer or layers and a rivers layer (Hutt and Labram 
2019: chapter 6). 

If you are planning a study area based on a specific geographic area, you should load these into both 
the area table in the database and into the GIS.   

If you are planning a study area with a complex boundary, for example, with a county or parish, you 
may want to load the boundary into the GIS.  This will then allow you to load sites into the GIS and 
use the GIS to select those within that area. 

2.5 Collecting and recording heritage information  
Having prepared the BAS Gazetteer, the next step is to collect and record heritage information. 

Any book, report or webpage relating to an archaeological site that you consult should be recorded 
in the bibliography, preferably in a publishable format.  This provides you with a record of the 
sources you have used and save you time later.  As explained above, a monument is a thing which 
imparts knowledge about the historic environment; in our case it is an archaeological site or an 
extant building or structure.  Once you have skim-read the report and found it is relevant you can 
start recording the details to add to the gazetteer. 

You record information about a site in a BAS Gazetteer load workbook (Hutt and Labram 2019: 37).  
Each row in the MonReg spreadsheet records a monument, its location, one bibliography entry. 
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The next thing you need to record is dates and the key first step is to record the details found in the 
report.  This can be a statement such as “in use in the Iron Age” or “in use from mid-1st to late 1st 
century AD”.  These words, used in a written report, should be included in the monument 
description.  If a report offers numeric dates, they should be recorded in the Datething table. 

Archaeological excavations can reveal many phases of occupation/development or use of a site.  
Archaeological Agency and social theories call these locales (Dobres and Robb 2000; Hutt 2004).  
Depending on the project outline, you may need to record each of these locales as separate 
monuments.  They should be linked to the Monument record of the main site; they are best thought 
of as child monuments or the main, parent monument. 

Lastly you may need to record details of artefacts and ecofacts.  Again, the choice of what you 
record depends on your project research objectives. 

2.6 Inputting heritage information into the gazetteer 
Figure 2.1 shows the information input process.  The archaeologist starts with a Blank Gazetteer 
workbook, which contains several spreadsheets.  The exact format of these spreadsheets is 
explained below (see Heritage information workbook).  Once the work book contains details of some 
50 monuments, it is submitted to the Gazetteer administrator for input to the database.   

The Gazetteer administrator carries out a number of checks. The first is an input data check to see if 
it is complete.  If it is not complete the workbook is returned to the archaeologist who corrects it 
and returns it to the Gazetteer administrator.  

The administrator then copies the data into a set of input database input spreadsheets which 
comply with the limitations imposed by the database system, loads the data into the database and 
produces the test outputs.  At this stage the data is at draft status.   

If you are concerned with maps, the main outputs you will want are a map which allows you to 
check that the monuments are in the right geographical locations and an up to date list of 
MapDepictionCodes and site names to help you to ensure that each MapDepictionCode is only used 
once on a map.  Depending on the complexity of your data you may also want evidence that 
monument types are correctly recorded and presented in map layers.  

If you are concerned with dates, you may require a date thing spreadsheet; this will enable you to 
check that the dates recorded in the database match the dating information found in the 
archaeological reports and to confirm that the monument is likely to be found when using a date 
search of the whole database.   

If the results of these tests are satisfactory, the archaeologist informs the Gazetteer administrator 
who changes the status of this body of information form draft to available 

If during any of the above checks identify a fault in the data then the archaeologist corrects the fault 
in the input workbook and resubmits it to the gazetteer administrator. 
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Figure 2.1.  The process for inputting heritage information into the gazetteer database 
Green is the domain of the archaeologist,  
Blue the domain of the Gazetteer administrator 

2.7 Using data from other external projects  
Over time, other external projects collect large bodies of information which include details of sites in 
your study area.  For example, The Roman rural settlements project (Roman rural settlement 2018) 
collected information about rural settlement from across Roman Britain, while the Beneath the 
Tribal Hidage project (Harrington and Welch 2014) collected information for Anglo-Saxon sites 
across Southern Britain dated from AD 450-650. 

These datasets can be added to the system by including copies of the external project’s tables, 
creating entries in the monument table and other appropriate tables outlined above and linking the 
two together via junction tables.  This arrangement allows you to integrate the two sets of 
information. 

2.8 Interpreting your heritage information 
By the time you have reviewed a number of sites, you will have a database with a lot of details taken 
from your sources.  The next step is to start to analyse and interpret this information.  The results of 
this work are recorded by extending the dataset you have already created. 
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A common requirement is to categorise monuments.  For example, you may want to classify Iron 
Age settlements as open settlements, closed settlements and those where we do not have the 
evidence.  Within this data structure you do this by creating additional child monuments.   

Another common requirement is to link monuments to fixed time periods.  For example, for the Iron 
Age, Cunliffe identified 5 time periods: Earliest, Early, Middle, Late and Latest Iron Ages and this was 
used in the Berkshire Iron Age project.  You do this by creating entries representing the time periods 
in the Datething table and then linking the entries in the Monument table to them.  This has the 
effect of preserving the excavator’s dating information and adding your own interpretations.   

The benefit of recording the results of your analysis and interpretation as separate but linked 
monuments and date and time periods is that these extra entries provide a level of consistency to 
support the database searches required to generate maps. 
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2.9 Generating maps from heritage information  
Once you have a database of heritage information you can start using it to generate maps, charts 
and tables.  Figure 2.2 shows the overall process.  The process starts with a project outline  

Geographically, a study area is represented by two area definitions.  The first defines the boundary 
of the geographical area which will include the monuments to be represented on maps.  The second 
defines a cutting area, which is a space around the edge of the area which prevents the GIS from 
placing icons or map depiction codes outside the map’s border and hence simplifies it’s publication. 

Based on the project outline it is necessary to define the project imagery, which includes details of 
the icon shapes and colour scheme to be used in the maps and charts.  For example, in Living in the 
Iron Age in and around Berkshire, hillforts were represented by black filled circles, settlements by 
small open circles and ritual sites by large red ‘X’s.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. The mapping information process 

As explained earlier, several layers are merged together to form a map.  Typically, a layer represents 
one type of monument using a specified icon and colour scheme.  The information used to create a 
layer is drawn from the heritage tables in the database by using an SQL query.  At its simplest, this 
consists of a logical formula which specifies the criteria a monument needs to meet in order to be 
selected and hence presented on a map.  It generates an SQL query result file which contains the 
selected monument’s MapDepictionCode and British National Grid reference.    
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This results file is then fed into a GIS (in this case QGIS), together with details from the icon shapes 
and colours to generate a layer shape file.  This is held internally in the GIS.   It is ten combined with 
other layer shape files to generate a map which is exported from the GIS so that it can be 
incorporated into a project report. 

SQL queries can also be used to generate spreadsheet of data for inclusion in charts and tables.  This 
are generated from the heritage information and do not need to pass through the GIS. 
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3 Specialising the BAS Gazetteer  
The document BAS Gazetteer: introduction and technical specification (Hutt and Labram 2019a) 
defines the generic system which we have designed, this section discusses the specialisations which 
need to be applied to the BAS Gazetteer before it becomes a usable system.  There are two such 
specialisations, one concerns the definition of table identifiers, the other concerns the choice of 
maps to include in the GIS. 

3.1 Table identifiers 
Allocating table identifiers 
In the specification, the identifiers for the Monument, Location, and Bibliography tables are all 15 
characters long (Hutt and Labram 2019: ??), but it does not suggest how these identifiers are to be 
structured or allocated. 

It is a feature of this system is that these identifiers are allocated by archaeologists not by an 
application supporting a user interface, so they have to be user friendly. 

The key factors which may influence the choice of Monument identifiers are: 

• Each monument record has to have a unique MonumentId 
• A child (Level 2 – 5) monument is the child of a level 1 monument so giving them an 

identifier which extensions of their parent’s MonumentId simplifies both the allocation of 
child monument identifiers and the use of the system because it ensures that in the 
Monument table a parent row is followed by the rows of its child monuments 

Each monument with MonumentLevel = 0 or 1, has a location which is normally inherited by its child 
monuments.  In this system this inheritance is ensured by copying the LocationId from the parent 
Monument to the Child monument records. 

Rows in the Bibliography table normally record a book, a journal article, a map etc.  There are 
several ways of allocating BibliographyId’s.  One way is to allocate them in succession.  They way 
used here is to give them identifiers based on the MonumentId of the first monument which refers 
to it.  This second approach is simple to use but can create lots of entries in the Bibliography table, 
albeit with different identifiers, for the same book, journal article etc.  

Lastly, we want to ensure that several users can allocate identifiers on the basis of checking the 
system to ensure an identifier had not already been allocated and not having to repeatedly refer to 
each other.  
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Table Identifiers and information loads 
The format of the table identifiers is: Zppp-nnn-CCCCC where: 

• Z is a one character code for heritage information tables or a three character code for 
mapping information tables:   

o M for Monuments, a typical example is M001-099 for monument 99 allocated by 
project or person 001 

o D for Datethings, a typical example is D001-701 for Datething 701 allocated by  
project or person 001 

o B for Bibliographys, a typical example is B003-020-03 which is bibliographic 
reference 020 allocated by  project or person 003 

o X for Xfacts 
o L: for Location 
o A for areas 
o MAP for maps 
o LYR for Layer 
o SCP: for MapDepictionCodeScope (see below) 

• ppp: is 3 numbers which identifies the project or person inputting this body of information 
• nnn: is 3 numbers  
• CCCCC is used to provide a longer reference:   

o In MonumentIds it is the up to 5 alpha-numeric characters which identify child 
monuments (see below) 

o In BibliographyIds, it is a two numeric code (see below) 
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Monuments and phases of use of a monument 
A standalone monument with one phase/period of occupation has a has a  
MonumentId = Mppp-nnn and MonumentLevel =0 

A site with phases of occupation/locales is recorded using: 

• A top level monument record with MonumentId = Mppp-nnn and MonumentLevel=1.   
• A succession of child monuments; one for each of the phase/period of occupation with a 

MonumentId= Mppp-nnn-A and MonumentLevel =2.   
Where “A” represents an alpha-character which uniquely identifies the monument.  The first 
child would be: Mppp-nnn-A the second Mppp-nnn-B etc. 

The system supports up to 5 levels of child, grandchild etc relationships.  This allows you to record 
complex sites like Silchester which would have monument records at the level of: Silchester, Insular, 
House, Room, Feature. 

Note: When you use this mechanism, you also need to create entries in the MonMon table recording 
the relationship between the Monument and its children.  The benefit of doing this is that is allows 
you multiple ways of searching the database. 

Handling monument alternative types 
This has a MonumentId as if it was a child monument plus the required MonumentType and a 
MonumentLevel = 8.  In this case MonumentLevel remains unchanged  (e.g. it  0 or 1) because an IsA 
is not a true child. 

Handling groups of monuments 
For a monument which represents a group of monuments, MonumentLevel =9 and the MonMon 
table is used to link this entry with all the monument records of the sites 

Note, these sites themselves may have a MonumentLevel = 0 or 1. 

3.2 Configuration management 
One of the challenges of creating a database is to manage changes.  The MIDAS standard and the 
BAS Gazetteer (MIDAS 2012, Hutt and Labram 2019) address this by recording for each table 
columns  for Complier, DateCreated and DateLastUpdated.   

The BAS Gazetteer addresses this may adding to each table a column DBAcontrol and a new table 
DBdiary which allows the Gazetteer administrator to record changes to the database. 

DBdiary table 

 
Figure 3.1. the DBdiary table 
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3.3 Additional tables 
In addition to the DBdiary table, the BAS Gazetteer has another table which is not mentioned in the 
MIDAS standard. 

BNGletters table 
One of the challenges of dealing with archaeology and maps is that most archaeological records use 
the character based British National Grid (BNG) references of the form SU 123789 while mapping 
system use OSGB references of the form 4123 1789.  In the BAS gazetteer all BNG references are 
recorded in the letter format; the mapping (OSGB) format is produced automatically using a 
combination of a BNGletters table (Figure 3.2) and clauses in the SQL commands used to retrieve 
heritage data to input to a map (Figure 4.5 and 4.7). 

The columns in the BNGletters table are: 

OSMap: which are the two characters of the BNG reference 

EastDigit: defines the equivalent OSGB easting digit 

NorthDigit: defines the equivalent OSGB northing digit 

 
Figure 3.2. The BNG letters table 
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4 The Berkshire Iron Age project 
The book Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire (Hutt et al. 2009) contained three gazetteers, 
one for hillforts, one for settlements and one for ritual sites.  This section describes how the data 
from the three gazetteers has loaded into the BAS gazetteer.  

Note: some of this data was used to field trial use case for the BAS Gazetteer (Hutt and Labram 
2019: chapter 8). 

4.1 A project type hierarchy 
Before, we can analyse the maps it is important to understand the type hierarchy used to categorise 
the monuments.  This is shown in Figure 4.1.  It shows there were 6 top level monument types.  the 
first four: hillforts, oppida, settlements and ritual sites are obvious enough, the last two: 
communities and areas of influence are areas of a map which have been interpreted as being socially 
significant.   

Note: These social significant areas are not the same as MIDAS areas insofar as they are 
interpretations of the first four. 

This type hierarchy is important because it helps decide what you represent on maps.  For example, 
maps which characterise the Iron Age sites categorise then using the level 1 types.  The more 
detailed analyses use the level 2 and 3 types. 

4.2 Analysis of the maps in Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire 
This book listed 33 hillforts, about 100 settlements, and 26 ritual sites each with a location and a 
map depiction code based on type and about 100 findspots for Iron Age coins.  There were 13 maps.  
The maps were produced using Adobe Illustrator which supported layers.   

They were produced at a scale of 50mm =10km (1:200,000).  They were presented in the Berkshire 
Archaeological Journal at effectively half that size. 

This section summarises these layers. 

There were 4 background map layers:  

• A terrain layer showing high and low ground 
• A rivers layer 
• A geology layer 
• A terrain names layer with river, hill and other names  

This last was a freehand map layer.  Because of copyright restrictions in force in 2009, the terrain 
map and geology maps were created by tracing out of date maps.  These have since been lifted, 
which has allowed the development of the BAS Gazetteer. 

The maps published in Living in the iron Age are listed in Figure 4.1.  These maps used 18 distinctive 
icons to represent the different types of archaeology (Figure 4.2). 
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Top level types Second level types Third level types  
Modern towns   Used to scope study area 
Hillforts Hillforts with settlements  
Oppida   
Settlements settlements  
 Enclosed settlements Earliest and early Iron Age 

enclosed settlements 
  Middle Iron Age enclosed 

settlements 
  Late iron Age enclosed 

settlements 
 Unenclosed settlements Earliest and early Iron Age 

unenclosed settlements 
  Middle Iron Age unenclosed 

settlements 
  Late iron Age unenclosed 

settlements 
 Banjo enclosures/field systems Earliest and early Iron Age 

banjo enclosures/field systems 
  Middle Iron Age banjo 

enclosures/field systems 
  Late iron Age banjo 

enclosures/field systems 
Ritual sites Isolated ritual site  
 Ritual site in a settlement  
   
Community Documented community  
 Possible community  
Coins  Atrebate uninscribed coins  
 Catuvellauni uninscribed coins  
 Atrebate inscribed coins  
 Catuvellauni inscribed coins  
 Dobunni coins  
Area of influence Atrebate area of influence  
 Catuvellauni area of influence  
 Dobunni area of influence  
Figure 4.1. Type hierarchy of Iron Age sites 
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Map Contents and layers 
Map 1. The Study Area 3 layers the terrain layer, the terrain names layer and a local towns 

layer 
Map 2. All Iron Age sites in the Study 
Area 

All sites with 3 types of monument (hillforts, settlements and ritual 
sites) each with a map depiction icon and a map depiction code of up to 
4 alphanumeric characters or in the case of hillforts a full name.  It was 
produced using the following layers: terrain layer, rivers layer, hillforts 
layer, settlements layer, ritual sites layer. 

Map 3. The Iron Age hillforts in the 
study area 

Hillforts: it was produced using the terrain layer, rivers layer and the 
hillforts layer 

Map 4. Earliest and Early Iron Age 
hillforts, settlements and 
communities 

Earliest and Early Iron Age hillforts, settlement and communities.  It was 
produced using the following layers: terrain; rivers, hillforts; hillforts 
with settlements (a layer highlighting some hillforts); Earliest and Early 
Iron Age enclosed settlements; Earliest and Early Iron Age open 
settlements; Earliest and Early Iron Age banjo enclosures/field systems 
and Earliest and Early Iron Age settlements and Early Iron Age 
communities – a layer produced using free hand drawing. 

Map 5. Middle Iron Age hillforts, 
settlements and communities 

Middle Iron Age settlements and communities. It was produced using 
the layers: terrain; rivers, Middle Iron Age enclosed settlements; Middle 
Iron Age open settlements; Middle Iron Age banjo enclosures/field 
systems; Middle Iron Age settlements, and Middle Iron Age 
communities – a layer produced using free hand drawing. 

Map 6. Late and Latest Iron Age 
settlements and communities 

Late Iron Age settlements and communities It was produced using the 
layers: terrain, rivers, Late Iron Age enclosed settlements, Late Iron Age 
open settlements, Late Iron Age banjo enclosures/field systems, Late 
Iron Age settlements, and Late Iron Age communities – a layer 
produced using free hand drawing. 

Map 7. Hillforts, Earliest, Early and 
Middle Iron Age settlements on the 
underlying geology 

As map 4 but with the geology layer instead of the terrain layer plus 
Middle Iron Age enclosed settlements, Middle Iron Age open 
settlements, Middle Iron Age banjo enclosures/field systems, and 
Middle Iron Age settlements. 

Map 8. Late and Latest Iron Age 
settlements on the underlying 
geology 

As map 5 but with the geology layer instead of the terrain and river 
layers. 

Map 9. Sites with evidence of Middle 
Iron Age rituals 

As map 4 without geology layer, plus terrain, rivers and Early and 
Middle Iron Age ritual sites layer. 

Map 10. Late and Latest Iron Age 
ritual sites 

As map 6 without communities plus Late Iron Age ritual sites 

Map 11. Distribution of uninscribed 
Atrebates and Catuvellauni coins 
with Late/Latest Iron Age 
settlements 

As map 10 plus non-inscribed Iron Age coins from Atrebates or 
Catuvellauni. – This could have been two coin layers 

Map 12. Distribution of Latest Iron 
Age settlements with inscribed 
Atrebates and Catuvellauni coins 
and all Dobunni coins 

As map 10 with inscribed coins from Atrebates, Catuvellauni and 
Dobunni 

Map 13. Map 12 showing areas of 
tribal influence 

As map 12 with a free hand drawn layer shows spheres of influence 

Figure 4.2. Iron Age maps 
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Monument type Icon 
hillfort Icon= solid drawn circle, 4.6mm (13pts) in diameter,  

     colour=black (R=0, G=0, B=0)  
Code= Full name, Ariel 12pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

hillforts with settlements As hillfort colour= orange (R=0, G=43, B=100) 
settlement Icon = char ‘o’, lower case, 10pts, colour= black (R=0, G=0, B=0)   

Code=MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 
Early Iron Age enclosed 
settlement 

Icon = solid drawn circle, 2mm (5.6pts) diameter,  
     colour blue (R=0, G=255, B=255) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Early Iron Age open 
settlement 

Icon= solid 5 pointed star, 2.5mm (7pts) diameter,  
     colour blue (R=0, G=255, B=255) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Early Iron Age banjo 
enclosure/field systems 

Icon char ‘x’ lower case, 12pt, colour blue (R=0, G=255, B=255) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Middle Iron Age enclosed 
settlements 

Icon = solid drawn circle, 2mm (5.6pts) diameter,  
     colour green (R=0, G=255, B=0) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Middle Iron Age open 
settlements 

Icon= solid 5 pointed star, 2.5mm (7pts) diameter,  
     colour green (R=0, G=255, B=0) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Middle Iron Age banjo 
enclosure/field systems 

Icon char ‘x’ lower case, 12pt, colour green (R=0, G=255, B=0) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Late Iron Age open 
settlements 

Icon = solid drawn circle, 2mm (5.6pts) diameter,  
     colour blue (R=0, G=255, B=255) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Late Iron Age closed 
settlements 

Icon= solid 5-pointed star, 2.5mm (7pts) diameter,  
     colour blue (R=0, G=255, B=255) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Late Iron Age banjo 
enclosure/field systems 

Icon = char ‘x’ lower case, 12pt, colour blue (R=0, G=255, B=255) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Ritual sites Icon =’X’ caps Font Ariel, 12point, colour (R=225, G=0, B=255) 
Code= MDC, Ariel, 10pt, black (R=0, G=0, B=0) 

Atrebates coins Icon solid drawn circle, 3mm (8.5pts) diameter, 
     colour blue (R=0, G=255, B=255) 
Code=none 

Catuvellauni coins Icon solid drawn circle, 3mm (8.5pts) diameter, 
     colour green (R=0, G=255, B=0) 
Code=none 

Dobunni coins Icon solid drawn circle, 3mm (8.5pts) diameter, 
     colour red (R=0, G=0, B=0) 
Code=none 

Figure 4.3 The format of map depiction icons and codes used on Iron Age maps 
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4.3 Analysis of the figures and tables 
In addition to producing maps, data from the database was used to create figures and tables.  For 
example, the dating of hillforts (Hutt et al. 2009: 36, Figure 3.16) uses data to draw a bar chart.  
While Figure 3.15 summaries the available hillfort dating evidence. 

4.4 Loading the BAS gazetteer 
The load workbooks were used to load the Iron Age data into the BAS gazetteer.  There were 13 
loads: 

• Load 01 Dates 

• Load 02 Hillforts 

• Load 03 Areas:  Iron Age and Roman 

• Load 04 Vale of White Horse settlements 

• Load 05 South Oxfordshire settlements 

• Load 06 Bucks and Greater London settlements 

• Load 07 West Berks settlements 

• Load 08 Berkshire Archaeology settlements 

• Load 09 Surrey settlements 

• Load 10 Hampshire settlements 

• Load 11 Ritual sites settlements 

• Load 12 Extras for maps 

In general, it took 2-3 iterations of the process outlined in Figure 3.1 to complete a load. 
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4.5 SQL queries 
This section of the paper is intended to be a tutorial on how to retrieve data from the BAS Gazetteer.  
It is of general interest because it explains how to retrieve data from a database which complies to 
the Midas standard. 

Hillforts layer query SQL 
The objective here is to produce a layer which displays all hillforts with an icon copied from their 
Location.LocationName.   

To do this we need to find monuments where Monument.MonumentType=”hillfort”, and retrieve 
Location.LocationName and Location.BNG (the grid reference) and convert it from its two letter 
format into its digit format.  Figure 4.4 shows the tables involved in this query.  Figure 4.5 shows the 
SQL query which used to create the required results. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Tables involved in the Hillforts layer SQL query 
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SELECT DISTINCT 
  MonumentType 
, loc.LocationName 
, CLng(bg.EastDigit 
 +Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=12,Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),3,5) 
 ,Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=10,Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),3,4) +"0" 
 ,Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=8, Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),3,3) +"00" 
 ,"**")))) AS X_Eastings 
, CLng(bg.NorthDigit 
 +Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=12,Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),8,5) 
 ,Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=10,Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),7,4) +"0" 
 ,Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=8, Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),6,3) +"00" 
 ,"**")))) AS Y_Northings 
FROM 
 (  ( 
Monument AS m1 
INNER JOIN Location AS loc ON m1.LocationId = loc.LocationId) 
INNER JOIN BNGletters AS bg ON left(loc.BNG,2) = bg.OSmap) 
WHERE  
  LCASE(m1.MonumentType) LIKE "*hillfort*" 
ORDER BY  
  LocationName 
 
 

Figure 4.5. The full text of the SQL for the hillfort layer query s 

The colour coding in Figure 4.5. was not required by the software, it is there to help explain the 
content of the query. 

The pink-red at the front and back of the query identifies what the query is to produce: 
MonumentTYpe, Location.LocationName and Location.BNG converted to all digit format and that 
these columns are to be ordered by LocationName 

The green is the code to convert British National Grid references from their character format 
 (SU 123456) to their all digit format (4123 1456) 

The blue is code which gives local names to tables (e.g. Monument AS m1) and hence reduces the 
need to use the long names in the rest of the query and joins the table together (see yellow in Figure 
4.4).  Note: the number of open brackets after the FROM clause equals the number of INNER JOIN 
statements each of which ends with a close bracket 

The violet defines the criteria used to select “*hillforts*”.  The * insures that as long as the word 
hillfort appears in the MonumentType field then that record is selected, for example Monument 
Type fields with ” Iron Age hillfort” or “ancient hillfort” would all be selected. 

Note: the brackets and commas are significant and are a fundamental part of the SQL syntax.  The 
Layout is to help understand the structure of the query. 
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Earliest and Early Iron Age open settlements 
This layer displays earliest and early Iron Age open settlements.   Figure 6.3 shows that tables which 
are involved in this query while Figure 6.4 shows the full text of the SQL query.  The colour coding is 
the same as the previous section. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Tables involved in the Earliest and Early Iron open settlements query.  
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SELECT DISTINCT 
  md.MapDepictionCode   
, CLng(bg.EastDigit 
 +Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=12,Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),3,5) 
 ,Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=10,Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),3,4) +"0" 
 ,Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=8, Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),3,3) +"00" 
 ,"**")))) AS X_Eastings 
, CLng(bg.NorthDigit 
 +Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=12,Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),8,5) 
 ,Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=10,Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),7,4) +"0" 
 ,Iif(Len(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""))=8, Mid(Replace(loc.BNG," ",""),6,3) +"00" 
 ,"**")))) AS Y_Northings 
FROM 
 (  (  (  (  (  ( 
Monument AS m1 
INNER JOIN Location AS loc ON  m1.LocationId = loc.LocationId) 
INNER JOIN BNGletters AS bg ON left(loc.BNG,2) = bg.OSmap) 
INNER JOIN MonDate as jdp ON m1.MonumentId = jdp.MonumentId) 
INNER JOIN Datething AS dp ON jdp.DatethingId = dp.DatethingId) 
INNER JOIN RepresentedBy AS rpb ON m1.MonumentId = rpb.MonumentId) 
INNER JOIN MapDepiction AS md ON rpb.MonMasterId = md.MonumentId) 
WHERE 
 LCASE(m1.MonumentType) LIKE "*open settlement*" 
  AND (LCASE(dp.PeriodName) LIKE "*earliest iron age*" 
    OR LCASE(dp.PeriodName) LIKE "*early iron age*") 
Figure 4.7.  SQL of the query to select all earliest and early Iron Age open settlements 

The colours are the same as for figure 4.5. 

4.6 The trial maps 
The trial produced two maps: 

• Map 1 of the study area 
• Map 3 of all hillforts  

The figures which follow show the original maps and the replicas produced using the gazetteer. 
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5 Roman rural settlement dataset 
5.1 Overview 
New Visions of Rural Settlement of Roman Britain was a project sponsored by University of Reading 
and many others to develop a better understanding of Roman rural Britain.  The project deliverables 
included three volumes (Smith et al. 2016; ), and a large dataset, Rural settlement in Roman Britain 
which can be downloaded from the Archaeology Data Service (ADS) at:  
hppt://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view/romangl.   

Hereafter this data set if known as the rrs dataset. 

5.2 The schema of the Roman Rural Settlement database 
Figure 5.1 shows the schema of the Roman Rural Settlement dataset as downloaded from ADS.  

This shows that the rrs_core_data table identifies archaeological sites and the rrs_site_data table 
which records details of the archaeology found on the sites.  All the other tables contain specialist 
information relating to aspects of the site. 

5.3 Adding the rrs dataset to the BAS gazetteer 
The rrs dataset was originally created as an MS Access database and archived on ADS so that each 
MS Access database table was held in a CSV (comma separated variable) file.  These files were 
downloaded and opened in MS Access thereby recreating series of tables.  These were then linked 
together with relationships. 

The relationships recreated in the BAS Gazetteer reimplementation of the rrs dataset varied slightly 
from schema insofar all the tables shown on the right side of figure 5.1 linking to the rrs_site_data 
table were actually linked to the rrs_core_data table.   

Once the rrs_dataset had been recreated then those sites which were located in the Roman Project 
study area were identified and rows added to the BAS gazetteer Monument, ThirdParty, Location, 
Datething, RepresentedBy, and MapDepiction tables so that the sites could be treated as an integral 
part of the BAS Gazetteer.  For more details of how this was done see Hutt and Labram 2019c. 

5.4 Linking from the BAS gazetteer table to rrs tables. 
The Microsoft website offers several ways of linking two databases together when they are located 
on the same Windows system.  The simplest way forward is to join the BAS gazetteer Thirdparty 
table to the rrs rrs_core_data table by using the path name of the rrs database in the SQL join 
statement as shown in Figure 5.1. 

The easiest way of reusing this SQL statement is to copy it into a Notepad text file, edit it as required 
and save it. 
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SELECT 
  ty.* 
, rr.* 
, rj.* 
, rn.* 
, mt.* 
, ln.* 
FROM ((((( Monument AS mt 
INNER JOIN Location AS ln 
ON 
   (mt.LocationId = ln.LocationId) ) 
INNER JOIN ThirdParty AS ty 
ON 
   (mt.MonumentId = ty.MonumentId) ) 
INNER JOIN [C:\Users\andre\Documents\BAS gazetteer rrs analysis\rrs_db - 
v1.accdb].rrs_core_data AS rr 
ON 
   (Clng(ty.ThirdPartyId) = rr.ID) ) 
INNER JOIN [C:\Users\andre\Documents\BAS gazetteer rrs analysis\rrs_db - 
v1.accdb].rrs_site_t_major AS rj 
ON 
   (rj.ID = rr.ID) ) 
INNER JOIN [C:\Users\andre\Documents\BAS gazetteer rrs analysis\rrs_db - 
v1.accdb].rrs_site_t_minor AS rn 
ON 
   (rn.ID = rr.ID) ) 
WHERE 
   (mt.DBAcontrol = "n")   
AND 
   (mt.MonumentId = "M002-011") 

 
 

This statement will produce an output with all the columns of the: 
thirdparty, rrs_core_data, rrs_site_t_major, rrs_site_t_minor, monument, and 
location tables 
for monument = M002-011  which is the monument Id for Wanborough (Wilts) 

The text in the green shaded areas is the complete file path name for the rrs 
database starting from C: which identifies a volume on your Windows system. 
 

Figure 5.1. An SQL statement which links together two databases using the ThirdParty table 
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Figure 5.2. Schema of the rrs dataset 
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